Adjusting the loading dose of magnesium sulfate for tocolysis.
The purpose of this prospective study was to establish a method to calculate a loading dose of magnesium sulfate so as to achieve therapeutic levels of tocolysis more quickly. Fifty patients in preterm labor were enrolled. In the first phase 25 patients were studied so that the apparent volume of distribution for the loading dose of magnesium sulfate could be estimated and an adjusted loading dose could be calculated. The efficacy of this adjusted loading dose was then tested on a further 25 patients in the second phase. We found that the apparent volume of distribution could be accurately estimated and an adjusted loading dose calculated, with the use of ideal body weight, degree of underweight, and current use of beta-sympathomimetics. In the adjusted loading dose group therapeutic levels were achieved more often, with higher postloading magnesium levels and a greater decrease in contraction index immediately after the loading dose. We conclude that an adjusted loading dose can be calculated for magnesium sulfate to optimize tocolytic therapy.